
PBS NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT MARKET MONITOR

On this week's â€œMarket Monitorâ€•, we speak with Dev Kantasaria, Founder & Portfolio Manager at Valley Forge
Capital Management, who gives us three stock .

On March 4, , another new set of graphics was introduced, yet the theme music remained the same. Ratings
Template:Unreferenced section Ratings continue to change, as the series airs every weeknight on public
television's WORLD channel as well as on local public television stations' primary channels. Why do you
invest in midcaps? Along with an update to the graphics and presentation, the theme was updated on
November 18, and was used until January 1,  Tim, thanks for joining us tonight. Thank you for joining us
tonight. Title cards and theme music[ edit ] This section does not cite any sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. So, we think it too is poised to generate mid-teens earnings growth for the fund for
the foreseeable future. NBR is also seen internationally through Worldnet , the U. Title cards and theme music
Edit Template:Unreferenced section The themes and bumper music Template:Definition needed that were
used from January 22, to January 1, were composed by Edd Kalehoff , also known for themes on other
television series and game shows. Mike Bailey, thanks. Like stocks, oil prices today also got a lift from the
news on U. On April 30, , a new virtual theme Template:Definition needed was introduced to the show with
new graphics and music. Information presented on Nightly Business Report is not and should not be
considered as investment advice. So, the danger is that the rally may be getting ahead of itself. He works in
post-production as a film colorist. Several additional members of the editorial staff were also fired. HERERA:
Time now for our weekly market monitor who has a mix of large and midcap companies that he sees growing
double digits over the next year. They said it covered multiple years, though. Coming up, keep calm and invest
on. Now if they happen to get out of the market and they see it going up, they also may feel that same pain of
missing out on this new upturn. On March 4, , another new set of graphics was introduced, yet the theme
music remained the same. They have been a mid-teens compounder for the last ten. The sale was first
proposed in February. All materials herein are protected by United States copyright law and may not be
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, displayed, published or broadcast without the prior written permission of
ASC Services II Media, LLC. Gary Ferrell also departed the company at this time. About senior management
jobs will be affected. The drug had been approved back in but it continued approval was dependent on further
study to confirm its benefits. That means bringing down production costs, from the battery back to the
assembly line. Over the years, NBR has received numerous awards. But financial planners and money
managers always advise to take emotion out of the investment process. Good to be here.


